The aim of the Sorrell Foundation is to inspire creativity in young
people and to improve the quality of life through good design. The
Foundation creates and prototypes new ideas and joins up public
sectors such as education and health with the UK’s world-class
design community. It aims to deliver immediate beneﬁts while
creating models with long-term value. One of its key programmes
is joinedupdesignforschools.

Joinedupdesignforschools gives pupils the role of clients. They work
in teams to create a brief for a design project that will improve the
quality of life in their school. A designer or architect is appointed
to work for them, and together they engage in a process that leads
to innovative design concepts for schools.
Over six years, the Sorrell Foundation ran projects and workshops
in 100 schools, working closely with 700 pupils in client teams, and
often involving the entire school, meaning that a total of more than
10,000 pupils have been involved in joinedupdesignforschools. The
Foundation also organised a national touring exhibition involving
more schools and pupils, during which the 12 key issues identiﬁed
by pupils in the main programme were reafﬁrmed. These included
their concern about social areas in their school, the learning spaces,
toilet and dining facilities, and the role and reputation of the school
in the community.
At the heart of the programme is the development of pupils’ life
skills. The creative process contains opportunities for pupils to learn
and develop highly transferable skills that help them succeed, not
just in creative thinking, but in life in general. Life skills such as
motivation, responsibility and communication can improve their
self-conﬁdence and self-esteem.

Joinedupdesignforschools was a
nationwide programme that worked
with over 100 schools and 10,000
pupils. An exhibition showing the
results of the programme toured
Britain during 2005 and 2006.

The Young Design programme has developed out of
joinedupdesignforschools. It works like a kebab stick, joining up
pupils in primary and secondary schools with students at university
and designers in industry. As with joinedupdesignforschools, the
pupils are the clients, but this time their consultants are students
of design at university, who in turn are mentored by professional
designers. The pupil client teams set briefs that the student design
teams address. The focus is on how to improve quality of life in
schools through good design.
During 2005 and 2006, the Sorrell Foundation ran a pilot study with
45 students from 4 colleges of the University of the Arts London
and more than 100 pupils from 10 London primary and secondary
schools. Ten professional mentors, who are experts in photography,
architecture, product and communication design, supported the
students. The results of the pilot programme were celebrated in
an event at the Prince Charles Cinema, London, in June 2006, and
shown in an exhibition at the London College of Communication
in September 2006 as part of the London Design Festival.
Students for the Young Design pilot programme were selected by
interview from different disciplines across the university including
graphic design, spatial and interior design, information design,
advertising, illustration, media practice, photojournalism, artefact,
and architecture. Once selected, they were formed into eight teams
of mixed disciplines, with up to six students in each team. Each
student design team then decided on a name – e.g. Flyeye and
Dear Sting – and were introduced to their pupil clients at an event
at the Chelsea School of Art, at which the pupils were asked to
identify the challenge they wished to set to their student design
consultants. The pupils then developed a brief and, together,
over the course of an academic year, the pupil clients and student
designers carried out research and visits. The design students
responded to their pupil client teams by preparing and presenting
a design concept.
The Sorrell Foundation aims to develop the Young Design
programme pilot over the next year to create a model that can
be offered to all universities and colleges of design in the country.
It hopes to inspire hundreds of collaborations across primary,
secondary, and tertiary education and professional practice.
The Foundation believes there are many advantages in linking the
four elements of the kebab.

For pupils and schools: As with joinedupdesignforschools, the pupils
develop life skills. By giving them the responsibility of being clients, of
being the school’s representatives and decision-makers, they experience
a situation that teaches them skills such as communication, teamwork,
negotiation and problem-solving. Head teachers and governors
encounter a fresh way of thinking about how to tackle school design.
Teachers discover new approaches and different methods for
helping pupils learn by observing how they work with designers.
As one deputy head teacher said: ‘I cannot begin to express how
much the pupils’ involvement in this programme has impacted upon
both the pupils’ creativity and their own personal development.’
In addition, the unique combination of young minds with design
expertise can generate innovative design solutions. The school staff
develop links with the university that improves their understanding
of what the university can offer them and their pupils.
For design students and universities: Students become better at
reasoning and problem-solving, more skilful at communicating,
and they learn about teamworking. Because the projects are live,
they gain valuable experience that contributes towards their
professional development, and learn the importance of planning,
co-operation, listening to the client, and making informed decisions.
As one student said: ‘I have greater conﬁdence as a designer and
my communication skills and people skills have greatly improved.’
Universities establish new links with local school communities,
which widen access to a broader range of potential students.
For the design industry: Young Design graduates develop skills which
help prepare them for work. For designers and companies that act
as mentors, the Young Design programme provides a valuable
insight into the way that young people think about design and it
links the design industry to the education sector. As mentor Simon
Waterfall said: ‘Again, I am constantly amazed at the capability of
students to juggle both coursework and truly professional consultation
work at the same time. I can only hope I retire before they compete
against me.’ From a wider perspective, the Young Design programme
has the potential to create a body of consumers with a greater
understanding of the beneﬁts of design. And for designers and
architects working on regeneration programmes such as Building
Schools for the Future, City Academies and Primary Capital, the
Young Design programme provides insight and inspiration.

Rethinking our school hall
Pupil client team

Charles Edward Brooke Girls’ School
Student design team

Origami
Industry mentor

Fashion Architecture Taste (FAT)
The Grade Two listed Victorian school building at
Charles Edward Brooke Girls’ School in Camberwell
looks impressive from the outside, but its design
and listed status restrict what pupils can do inside.
The pupil clients were particularly unhappy about
their hall, which is used for many different activities:
assembly, dance classes, concerts, choir practice, break
times, as well as a canteen and changing room. The
frequent changes mean a lot of moving furniture
around, and pupils often have dance classes amid bits
of food left from lunch-time.

Left iL created a story-book in which the growth of a tree is a
metaphor for pupils’ experience of going through school
Above 6 Designers’ concept for a school identity can be applied
to uniform, stationery and healthy foods. The graduated greens
and ﬂowing lines of the ‘e.g.’ identity are inﬂuenced by the tree
theme running through this project
Below The concept model for 6 Designers’ arts block shows their
brightly-coloured study pods and transparent abstract forest

A new school and identity. Telling our story
Pupil client team

The Elmgreen School
Student design teams

6 Designers & iL
Industry mentors

GTF, Phin Manasseh,
John Simmons

‘Throughout this process the
girls have become owners
of their space and they have
learned that young people
can actually have a voice and
make a difference.’
Stella Jennings, teacher

Photojournalists and documentary ﬁlm makers

How do you imagine going to a school
that doesn’t exist yet? The client team’s
brief asked the designers to help them
do just that: to ‘design how our new school
should feel.’ The clients were from four
different primary schools, and will be
among the ﬁrst students at The Elmgreen
School, a new secondary school due to
open in 2009. There were three elements
to the brief: a graphic identity, a social
space, and a way of telling the story of
moving to a new school.
Through discussion and research, the
design teams found that West Norwood,
the local area, has historical associations
with woodland. Workshops and an
outing to Kew Gardens helped the
students and pupils to focus on trees as
symbols of growth and stability.
Telling the story
The illustrator team iL created a story
book using images and text produced
by the pupil clients at a workshop in
which they remembered their ﬁrst
day at school, and imagined what
secondary school would be like. The text
was also reproduced and formed into

Photojournalists and ﬁlm makers at the Chelsea College of Art and Design on Challenge Day

Industry mentors

Lawrence Barraclough,
Eamonn McCabe and
John Richmond
At meetings, visits and presentations
throughout the Young Design programme,
media students have recorded the sights
and sounds of the process. Their work has
been vital in enabling the Sorrell Foundation
to capture the journey undertaken by pupils

and students, and will be an invaluable
aid to disseminating information about
the pilot year of the programme.
The photojournalists and ﬁlm students had
their moment of glory on 17 June 2006 at
the Prince Charles Cinema in Leicester
Square, when their twenty-minute
documentary of the programme’s pilot
year was premiered before an audience of
pupil clients, young designers, professional
mentors, tutors, families and friends.

the shape of a large tree, to welcome
visitors to reception. In addition, pupils
can manipulate a fantasy school on an
interactive playboard using magnetic pieces.
A graphic identity
In producing a concept for the school
identity, the designers had to work
alongside the parent promoter group as
they chose a school name. A logo for the
chosen name, Elmgreen, was produced,
along with a sub-brand shortened
version, ‘E.G.’, which could be used on
stationery, uniform and food packaging
exclusive to pupils.
An arts block
A concept for an arts block responds to
the client team’s enjoyment of creative
subjects and request for a space of their
own. On the ﬁrst ﬂoor, study pods and
studios allow ﬂexible working. The
ground ﬂoor has glass walls, and a large
open space that can be used for private
study, socialising or eating. At one end
of the space, an abstract forest of coloured
poles offers a striking, multi-functional
exhibition area.

Origami divided the functions of the hall into social
and performance usage, and looked at ideal solutions
to each problem. Through workshops and visits to the
Laban dance centre and the London Eye, the design
team and pupil client team explored privacy and
colour in buildings with extensive glazing. Although
they originally wanted a private, enclosed space for
their dance classes, seeing the open spaces at the Laban
changed the pupils’ minds.
The design concept created by Origami aims to
produce an open, multi-functional space, which
would celebrate the school’s performing arts status.
Classrooms adjacent to the hall would move to quieter
space currently occupied by the kitchens, and the
kitchens would become part of the hall, allowing for
speedier delivery of food. A mezzanine overlooking the
hall could be used for private study, audience seating
for performances, and as social space. The hall could be
swiftly adapted for different functions through the use
of foldable furniture and mirrored screens.

Anthony Morgan,
student design consultant

Origami’s model demonstrates how the multi-functional space would
accommodate school performances and many other activities

Finding our way and places to play
Pupil client team

Torriano Junior School
Student design team

Infor Design
Industry mentor

Phin Manasseh

‘We designed
a building!
I would have found
it hard to believe
I could do this
six months ago.’

Discreet storage of roll-out ﬂooring for dance
classes and performances

Torriano Junior School in Kentish Town has a problem
shared by many schools: a new, enlarged school building
is planned, but an interim solution is needed to tackle
lack of space. The main concerns identiﬁed in the client
team’s brief were crowding in corridors and insufﬁcient
indoor social space. A rainbow-themed room much
loved by the pupils at break times is only half the size of
a normal classroom, and gets very full.

Infor Design produced questionnaires to determine
which spaces were the most popular and crowded.
Discussion and a trip to the Science Museum helped the
client team to discover their design preferences. One
pupil said: ‘I liked the Science Museum the best because we
didn’t just go to play; we looked at the design.’
Using their data about the ‘hotspots’ where pupils
gather, the designers produced a range of solutions:
a trail using animal symbols to improve circulation around
the school; an improved layout of the rainbow-themed
room; and a map system to enable children to visualise
the school. Research and analysis was crucial to the
project. All the information was compiled into a detailed
study that could assist the design of the new school in
the future, including the ideas for a new logo. As one of
the client team advised: ‘The more you tell the designers,
the better the result will be.’

‘There have been a
lot of ups and downs
in our project which
has really made me
see that the design
process isn’t simple
and a lot of different
people are involved
in a project like this.’
Tina Asgari, student design consultant

Infor Design produced a comprehensive publication containing
their research for the Torriano School’s future reference

A new technology block
Pupil client team

Langdon School
Student design team

Flyeye
Industry mentor

Simon Waterfall
Pupils at Langdon Secondary School in East Ham wanted
more dynamic technology classrooms. The current facilities
are at different ends of one of the largest schools in Europe,
and it can take 15 minutes to walk between them. The pupils
said their classrooms are drab, uninspiring and crumbling.
Because of the large size of the campus, the school buildings
can seem very spread out and lacking an internal focus.
Trips to Dan Flavin’s neon exhibition at the Hayward
Gallery, the Green Bridge in Mile End Park, and the Laban
dance centre in Deptford helped the pupils and students
to explore colour and energy. This experience assisted the
pupils in communicating what they wanted: ‘Working
with the designers was a good privilege because we were allowed
to speak out what was in our mind and get to explain our ideas.’

Elastic Band’s design concept, the
‘Pimlico Line’, is a table that runs
throughout the school, linking
spaces, providing useful functions
and creating a visual impact

Flyeye created a concept for a new central technology
block that would overcome problems with travelling
between classrooms. The building has a wedge-shaped
courtyard, eco-friendly lighting and heating, and solar
panelling. The central courtyard is angled to coincide
with the sun’s annual paths, attracting optimum light
and heat. Inside the building, centralised computer
facilities can be used by more than one class at a time.
A brieﬁng room and landscaped outdoor areas offer
pupils sophisticated spaces for working inside and
outside. A signage system enables easier navigation
throughout the school.

Places to eat and socialise
Pupil client team

Pimlico School
Student design team

Elastic Band
Industry mentor

Urban Salon

Teacher Rob Gratze reported that the pupil clients had
developed maturity: ‘They really have learned to look further
at the world around them rather than just concentrating on the
little insulated place they live in, their place of safety.’ The
concept is now being developed by the school with a
view to future implementation.

‘The Young Design programme tries to get the
children to be a lot more independent and not rely
so much on people telling them what they should
be doing all the time: thinking for themselves.’

Top Flyeye’s design concept for a new, circular technology block at the
Langdon School features a central courtyard which acts as a light well,
saving energy by maximising use of sunlight for heating and lighting
Below left A 3D simulation of the concept shows how sunlight would
fall on the block at 9am on the summer solstice
Below right Overlaid plans show the proposed internal arrangement
of each ﬂoor in the technology block

When Pimlico Secondary School was
built in the 1960s, its design was innovative.
There was no main canteen: instead, food
was delivered to three dining rooms using
dumb waiters. Because this system has
fallen into disrepair, many students leave
school at lunch-time in order to get hot food.
The pupil client team’s brief asked for more
social space and places to eat lunch, and
they also wanted to improve the school’s
identity and reputation – ‘we want people
to say our school is the school to be in.’

Elastic Band’s design concept,
the ‘Pimlico line’, is a playful
solution to both parts of the brief:
a continuous surface or ‘line’ runs
through the school, morphing
into numerous forms including
a table, exhibition device and
seating area, before culminating
in an ‘explosion’ sculpture over
the main entrance. This
sculpture would announce
the school to the local
area in a more positive
way. Pimlico teacher Karl
Simmons said:
‘I think it’s amazing, not
just because of the way it
looks, but because it actually
represents a process between
two groups of people and
their aspirations.’

‘It’s been refreshing for
the children to work
with people who aren’t
professional teachers,
younger people with
a different outlook. It’s
broadened the pupils’
horizons.’
Sophie Oliver, teacher

Amy Butts, teacher

Respecting other people’s stuff
An outside quiet space and an online student zone
Pupil client team

Kings Avenue School
Student design team

Dear Sting
Industry mentors

Theis and Khan Architects

‘I would like a career
in design because
sharing ideas can
make you feel good.’
Client team member

While the Kings Avenue School is popular with its pupils,
the client team said the building didn’t offer enough places
to go at break time, and that the existing places got crowded
and noisy. They asked design team Dear Sting to produce
a concept for a quiet, relaxing social space. They also wanted
the designers to create a website specially for pupils.
Dear Sting worked with the pupils to ﬁnd out more
about their preferences. They looked at different kinds
of interiors, visited the Design Museum and built up a
mood board to show what they wanted: ‘organic shapes,
calm colours and soft materials.’
The design team created a new quiet area, inspired by
organic shapes, to be a calm and safe place for pupils
to relax. In addition, a bespoke website has animated
icons that link to pupils’ favourite homework, music and
games websites. Teacher Amy Butts was impressed by
the concept: ‘I think the design is really good. The quiet area
would be invaluable for the children to go and relax and not be
so hyped up all the time.’
Top Animated icons link to the pupil clients’ favourite music, ﬁlm and
homework websites
Bottom The concept of a snail-shaped social space would give pupils
somewhere quiet to relax at break times.

Pupil client team

Colvestone Primary School
Student design team

Thread Design
Industry mentor

William Warren
The client team at Colvestone Primary
School in Dalston was made up of
members of the student council. They
identiﬁed several problems for the design
team to address: messy toilets, noise
made in quiet spaces, a cloakroom where
coats get knocked down and trodden on,
running in the corridors, and murals the
pupils thought were too babyish.
Thread Design identiﬁed a core issue
of pupils’ respect for surroundings and
other people’s belongings that united
all these problems. They decided to look
at how the pupils’ behaviour could be
improved by giving them increased pride
and ownership in their school.

The pupil client team was thrilled to visit
the Arsenal stadium, where they learned
about the importance of teamwork and
respecting other people. Thread Design
found out about the pupils’ like and
dislikes through discussion, and thought
about a visual scheme and campaign that
would be appropriate for primary school
children without being patronising.
The whole school had already chosen the
jungle as a theme for their outside play
area; the designers decided to adapt this
to ‘urban jungle’. Their design concept
is a decorative scheme of jungle stencils,
adapted for each space: the girls’ toilets,
for example, have pink ﬂamingos in the
cubicles. Each animal is shown giving
a message about respectful behaviour.
The client team was enthusiastic about
the concept, and the school expressed an
interest in implementing the design.

Thread Design’s mural concept
would create an ‘urban jungle’
complete with messages about
pupils respecting their environment

The Young Design process lasted a full school year, starting with a Challenge Day at the
Chelsea College of Art and Design at which each design team discussed the challenges
faced by their pupil clients. The pupils created a design brief and together they engaged
in a series of discussions, visits, and creative workshops, during which the students were
supported by professional mentors. Finally, the design teams presented their design
concepts to the pupil client teams, who in turn presented the ideas to their fellow pupils
and school governors.
In June, a celebration of the Young Design programme at the Prince Charles Cinema,
Leicester Square, was attended by participants, their families, teachers, tutors and deans.

In June 2006, pupils and students presented their design concepts and received certiﬁcates of
achievement at a red-carpet, glitter ball event, before an audience of parents, teachers, tutors, deans,
design professionals, press and photographers. Jugglers and jazz musicians entertained the crowd
both inside and outside the Prince Charles Cinema, Leicester Square, as they gathered for the awards
ceremony and the ﬁrst viewing of the Young Design ﬁlm. The ﬁlm, created by University of the Arts
London media students, documents the pilot year of the Young Design programme.

The Sorrell Foundation would like to thank everyone
involved with the Young Design programme 2005–2006
Pupils, teachers and head teachers from Charles Edward
Brooke Girls’ School, Camberwell; Colvestone Primary
School, Dalston; Elmwood Primary School, West Norwood;
Fenstanton Primary School, Tulse Hill; Hitherﬁeld Primary
School, West Norwood; Kings Avenue School, Clapham;
Langdon School, East Ham; Pimlico School, Pimlico;
Rosendale Primary School, West Dulwich; Torriano Junior
School, Kentish Town.
Students and staff from University of the Arts London
Sir Michael Bichard, Elizabeth Rouse and the deans,
course directors and tutors including, Jonathon Barratt,
Mike Bradshaw, Will Bridge, Jamie Hobson, Danny Killick,
Marilyn McMenemy, Geoffrey Makstutis, Christopher
Sharrock, Alison Shreeve, Roger Wilson and project
manager Ian Thompson; all the students who took part:
Dear Sting members Sharvan Anenden, Maria Pak, Lusea
Warner; Flyeye members Becky Drew, Talenia Gajardo,
Natasha Kojokari, Anthony Morgan, Anthony Ruck; iL
members Daniela Boraschi, Eva Kellenberger; Infor Design
members Miguel Bravo, Lily Nhan, Michelle Piper, Danny
Robinson; Origami members Sabba Khan, Youn-oh Kim,
Harjeet Suri, Jee Hoe Wan; Thread Design members Hisako
Ando, Emily Braham, Daniela Lobina; 6 Designers members
Tina Asgari, Jessica Chamberlain, Jessica Gahan, Hanne
Gathe, Ussma Gulzar, John-Patrick McCarron-Shipman;
photojournalists Magnus Andersson, Quintina Valero, Ho Wai
Wan; ﬁlm makers Russell Read, John Paul Lewis, Claudia
Pascolini, Yuli Ngkadiasa, Kim Lewis, Frida Lindholm, Rob
Streeter, Richard Thomas. London College of Communication
for hosting the Young Design programme exhibition.
Professional Mentors ﬁlm maker Lawrence Barraclough,
graphic designers GTF, architects Fashion Architecture Taste
(FAT), architect Phin Manasseh, photographer Eamonn
McCabe, John Richmond Teachers’ TV, writer John Simmons,
Theis and Khan Architects, architects Urban Salon, product
designer William Warren, and designer Simon Waterfall.
Special thanks to R&D&Co’s Rob Andrews, David Carroll
and James Harvey for the design of this publication and
the exhibition graphics; Urban Salon’s Ray Cheung and
Alex Mowat for the design of the exhibition; ADiSolutions
for construction of the exhibition; Tim Magdalino for assistance
with models for the exhibition; Nick Skeens for interviews
and copywriting: Jessica Simmons for photography; Henry
Richards for ﬁlming; and students Jessica Chamberlain and
Sabba Khan, for their work on the publication and exhibition;
William Warren for creating the ‘kebab’.
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